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Round Table on PRIMO, an International Research Programme in the 

Western Mediterranean 
(Tuesday October 16 th 1990) 

Claude MILLOT 

Antenna C.O.M., B.P. 330, La Seyne-sur-Mer (France) 

Most of the physical oceanographers interested in the wes

tern Mediterranean have the common will to involve all the availa

ble observational and theoretical tools during the same period of 

time in order to get answers as accurate as possible to some ba

sic questions. This is the rationale for PRIMO, the acronym (in 

the language of most of the riparian countries) standing for "In

ternational Research Programme in the Western Mediterranean"; 

PRIMO is supported by both IOC/UNESCO and ICSEM. 

Several meetings were necessary to reach a consensus on the 

fact that, first of all, we had to get a better understanding of 

the general circulation of the water masses. More specifically, we 

decided that the first step should be to focus on the seasonal va

riability of the circulation; the major reason is that some of us 

still disagree about the characteristics and driving forces for 

such a signal which is fundamental since the actual working of the 

whole sea, i.e. transformation of surface waters into deeper ones, 

is seasonal too. 

Therefore, our strategy for the first step of this programme 

is to conceive an experiment based on the available observations 

and theoretical works and aimed i) to specify more accurately the 

major characteristics of the seasonal variability and ii) to check 

for all the mechanisms expected to be responsible for such a varia

bility. Next steps will probably focus on mesoscale and/or regio

nal phenomena. 

The outline for an action plan, elaborated in June 1990 hy a 

group of experts, will be presented during this round table to the 

whole community in order to be improved and definitively drawn up. 
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Water Masses in the Pagassitikos Gulf, Greece, in 1989 

Stavros BARBETSEAS and Irene ZODIATOU 

National Centre for Marine Research, Agios Kosmas - Ellinikon 16604 Athens (Greece) 

Hydr-ographic data -from -four cr·ui<•es in the Gulf' of the 
Pagassitikos, during 1989, are seasonally evaluated. 

A lower salinity water layer prevatls at the sw·-face all 
over the Pagassitikos Gulf', especially in summer, owing to the 
Aegean water· entering the study area and the almost per·manent 
strati-fication. In the sur-face of' the Bay of' Volos, the lower· 
salinities observed at the NW par·t can t·esult -ft·om the in-fluence 
o-f the -fresh water -from the source nBourboulitht-es" -flowing into 
the NW end of' the Bay. During August and November two water 
masses were obset-ved, in the sut--face layer only!'! one in the Bay 
of' Voles and another one in the remainder of' the Gulf'. However, 
there was only one water mass in Februat·y and May. 
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Fio.t r T.,. P•o•ssitikos Gul-f, showing thto positions o-f 
t.,. hydrologic•! st•tions. 

At locations not deeper than 60m, the water column 
comprised mainly two layers, with the uppet· one as -far down as 
20m. At the deep stations <>60m> ,a thit·d layer- -for-med below 40 to 
50 m. The thickness of' the sur-face layer varied f'rom 20 to 40m, 
depending on the season and the morphology. The higher 
temperatures and lower- salinities in the sw·-face layet· were 
observed in August, owing to str-ong str-ati-Fication. In Wintet·, 
the tempet·ature dropped and the strati-fication became Heaker, bL!t 
persisted because of' the halocline. However, in Febt·uat·y, the 
water column was thoroughly homogeneous. 
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